From: Rosipal, Cheryl
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 11:43 AM
Subject: 2012 Doctoral SCH Limit Exception Memo
Importance: High

This email message is being sent on behalf of MacGregor M. Stephenson, Assistant Commissioner;
Workforce, Academic Affairs and Research Division; Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
To:

Chief Academic Officers, Texas Public Universities Offering Doctoral Programs

From:

MacGregor M. Stephenson

Subject:

Exceptions to the 99 SCH/Student Funding Limit for Doctoral
Education for the 2012-2013 Base Period

This memo describes the procedure for requesting individual and program exceptions to the 99-hour
limit on doctoral funding and for updating the Coordinating Board's 99-hour exception database for the
2012-2013 period. Please respond by May 1, 2012. We will send you a finalized list of exemptions
about June 15, 2012.
Background. As you know, the 75th Texas Legislature placed a 99-hour limit on the number of
doctoral semester credit hours per student eligible to generate formula funding (Texas Education Code,
TEC 61.059). The Coordinating Board may approve two types of partial exceptions to the limit: program
exceptions for students in programs where the field of study requires a higher number of semester
credit hours to maintain nationally competitive standards; and individual exceptions for students whose
"program of research is likely to provide substantial benefit to medical or scientific
advancement." Students granted exceptions may generate up to 130 hours of doctoral funding.
Exceptions. An electronic list identifying active students at your institution with 75 or more
doctoral-level semester credit hours has been posted to your institution’s output area on the
Coordinating Board server. Included also were active students in spring and/or summer of 2011 who
had a program exception (coded “P”) or an individual exception (coded “I”) but were not enrolled in the
fall 2009 term. The file name is called “FiceCode Doctoral Exceptions 2011.txt”. Please check to see that
the information is accurate.
The CIP Code of the major reported for students with a program exception should match the
program exceptions noted for your institution. The exceptions are shown in Attachment 1.
Number of Individual Exceptions Permitted. The Board's policy is to allow each doctoral-granting
institution individual exceptions for up to five students or 1.5 percent of its doctoral students, whichever
is greater. Table A (attached) shows each institution’s fall 2009 doctoral student headcount and the
number of individual exceptions that will be permitted based on that headcount.
Proposal of New Program Exceptions. If your institution would like to propose that a program be
added to your exceptions’ list, please send the nominated program and supporting information to me as
soon as possible. We need to review the nomination and give you a response prior to the due date for
the Exceptions Report.
What Is Needed. The reporting process this year will be the same as it was two years ago. Your
institution will receive an electronic file from us that should be returned using the following procedures
and indications:

1. Flag students who no longer will receive an individual or program exception with an “R.” Those
students should include anyone who has exceeded the funding limit of 130 doctoral hours.
2. Confirm that students still flagged as having an individual or program exception should continue to
have the designated exceptions.
3. Flag additional students selected for an individual exception with an “I” and students now eligible for
program exceptions with a “P” for the next appropriation cycle.
4. Be sure that the total number of individual exceptions does not exceed the number your institution is
allowed as indicated in Table A.
5. Have your president certify that students indicated as receiving individual exemptions meet the
criteria identified in Attachment 2.
Please submit the file with exceptions and corrections by May 1, 2012. Questions about
reporting should be directed to Doug Parker (Doug.Parker@thecb.state.tx.us or 512-427-6287).
Questions regarding programmatic exceptions should be directed to Kevin Lemoine at
kevin.lemoine@thecb.state.tx.us or 512-427-6226. In addition, your president’s statement certifying
individual exemptions should be mailed (P.O. Box 12788, Austin, TX 78711) or faxed to me (512) 4276168.
Important Notes:
1. Exceptions designated at this time will apply to semester credit hours generated by doctoral
students in the upcoming base period: Summer 2012, Fall 2012 and Spring 2013.
2. If a student with between 99 and 130 attempted doctoral hours is not in the exception database,
the student will not generate doctoral funding.
3. New individual exceptions require presidential certification as indicated in the attached Board
policy.
4. In prior years, some students’ majors as reported on the CBM-001 did not match the program for
which the students were given exceptions. Any student who has an exception type of “P” (for program)
in your electronic submission should have one of the allowable major codes for your institution shown
in Attachment 1.
Attachments:
Table A: Individual Exceptions Allowed by Institution
Attachment 1: List of Program Exceptions at General Academic Institutions (for information purposes)
Attachment 2: Coordinating Board policy on exceptions to the 99-hour funding limit

